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ABSTRACT. T he top surface of an accurately a ligned ice crysta l is melted by an a luminum surface a nd 
then frozen to a warm "Lucite" pl ate and tapped free. Etch-pit development shows that the dislocation 
density on the resulting surface is simi la r to the bulk d islocat ion density determined by X- ray topographic 
methods. 

R ESUME. Une techniqlle pOllr preparer des slllfaces planes libres de tensions sllr un monocrislal de glace. La surface 
superieure d'un crista I de glace soigneusement a pla nie est fondue par un e surface d 'a luminium puis fixee 
par regel a une assiette cha uffable " Lucite" et liberee par tapotements. Le developpement superficiel de 
figures gravees montre que la frequence des d islocations du reseau cr ista llin sur la surface resulta nt de ce 
tra itement est sembla ble a la frequence des d islocations dans la rnasse que I'on peut determiner pa r une 
etude d e loca lisat ion aux rayons X . 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Eine T echnik z ur H erstellllng spallll1mgsfreier, ebener Oberjliichen mu Einkristallen van Eis. 
Die DeckA ache eines gena u a usgerichteten Eiskrista ll s wird mit einer Alum iniumAache ang.~schmol zen , 
dann auf eine warme " Lucite"-Pl atte a ufgefroren unci freigek lopft . Die Entwicklung von Atz-Lochern 
zeigt, dass d ie Dichte cler Versetzungen auf der entsta ndenen OberAache a hnlich der Gesa mtclichte ist, di e 
sich mit R ontgentopographie bestimm en lasst. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the course of surface self-diffusion studies of ice by scratch-decay tech niques, results 
of which will be published later, i t was found neces ary to develop a m ethod of producing 
strain-free Rat surfaces. T he strain-free condition must be satisfied, otherwise additional mass 
transfer due to straining was expec ted . (l tagaki (1967) observed some peculiar phenomena 
such as mass transfer from positive curvature surfaces to Rat surfaces which was prohibited if 
one ass umes that the mass transfer is driven by the vapor pressure difference as d epicted b y 
Thomp on's formul a. The probable explanation of this phenomenon was the vapor pressure 
difference caused by the high dislocation density on the surface, since the ice samples were 
prepared by microtoming and sanding. ) F lat and smooth surfaces are another essential 
requirement to produce finel y spaced sinusoida l grooves with symmetric profiles (Maiya and 
Blakely, 1965) on the sample surface. 

The " freeze-tap method" , described in this paper, was originally developed and studied 
to som e extent by one of the present authors (K .!. ) in 1967. The freeze-tap m ethod was found 
to be suitable for surface self-diffusion studies of ice by laser interference microscopy. With 
sligh t modification this method is app licable in a wide range of ice surface studies. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDU RE 

The freeze-tap method involves four separate steps, which are applied after the ice samples 
(about 5 cm X 3 cm X I cm) have been cut with a band saw to the d esired crystallographic 
orientation and frozen to a microscope slide. 

First, the ice sample G is oriented parallel to a " Lucite" (polymethylmethacrylate) plate, 
D (see Fig. I ) . Thi may be done either by a level or an optical method. In either case the ice 
sample is placed on the movable platform A of the jack, B. Next, the " Lucite" plate 
(20 cm X 5 cm X 1.3 cm ) is pl aced on the fixed supports C. If a level is used , then one merely 
adjusts the ice sample by means of the rotatable head E, which is attached to the movable 
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platform, until the bubble readings on the level match those of the " Lucite" plate. If instead 
the optical m ethod is used, then a microscope slide H must be placed on top of the ice sample. 
Two reflections are observed through the illuminated telescope eyepiece F , one from the 
" Lucite" plate and the other from the m icroscope slide. By adjusting the movable platform 
so that the two reflections coincide, the ice sample is correctl y oriented parallel to the " Lucite" 
plate. 

SAMPLE 
ORI ENTATION 
APPARAJUS 

G 

Fig. J. Step one: ice saml)le orientation. A- moveable platform. B- laboratory j ack. C- fixed slll)ports. D- " Lucite" plate. 
E - rotatable head. F- telescope. G- ice sample. H- microscope slide . ] - tmns.former. 

Second, the top layer of the ice sample is melted by replacing the " Lucite" plate by a 
warm aluminum heat slab, 1 (temperature ::::::30°C), on the fixed supports (see Fig. 2). The 
jack is then raised until the ice sampl e com es in contact with the warm aluminum heat slab. 
This slab m elts the top layer ( :::::: I mm ) of the ice sample in a few seconds. The ice sample is 
immediately lowered so that the slab and the sample are no longer in contact. 

Third , the a luminum heat slab is immediately replaced by a warm " Lucite" plate. T he 
ice sample is raised until it makes contact with the " Lucite" plate (see Fig. 3). The sample 
orientation is then checked as in step one. To ensure that no air is trapped between the ice 
sample and the " Lucite" plate, the plate is moved slightly until any air bubbles that are 
trapped are displaced from the melted surface layer of the sample. The ice sample is then 
allowed to freeze to the " Luci te" plate. The freezing process normall y takes go to 120 min 
(at - 10°C). 
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Fig . 2 . Step two : melting top layer of the ice sample G with allllnilllllll heat slab I. 

Fig . 3. Step three : freezing the ice sample G 10 Ihe " Lllcite" plat f D . 
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The fourth and last step (see Fig. 4) involves tapping the ice sample free from the " Lucite". 
This is accomplished by a sha rp blow on the back of the " Lucite" plate over the center of the 
ice sample. (The rubber-covered handle of a medium-sized screw driver worked very well .) 

Fig. 4. Step fou r: tapping the ice sam/lle Gfree from the " LlIcite" plate. 

R ESULT S AND DISCUSSION 

Immediately after successfully tapping the ice sample from the " Lucite" plate a micro
scopic interferogram (Ingelstam, 1960) was taken of the ice surface by a Zeiss interference 
microscope (see Fig. 5). From this interferogram it can be seen that the interference bands are 
even, straight, and parallel, which indicates a flat , smooth surface (Baraka t, 1966 ; Torge, 
1966) . Grooves, scratches and etch pits on the surface of the ice sample would be observed by 
deflections of the interference bands p roduced by the interference microscope (Feuersanger, 
1963). The etch-pit density, immedia tely after tapping, was a bout 103 etch pits/cm 2 which 
was lower tha n the bulk dislocation density obtained by X-ray topographic methods. The 
etch-pit density of the interferogram two hours after separation from the " Lucite" plate was 
a bou t 5 X 104 etch pits/cm 2• This is apparentl y due to the insufficient development of the etch 
pits in the first photograph as the etch-pit density after two hours agrees reasonably with the 
bulk dislocation density. Since the bulk dislocation a nd surface etch-pit densities are about 
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Fig. 5. l nlerferogram of ice surface immediale0' after tapping. 

Fig . 6. Inlerferogram of ice surface two hOllrs afler lapping. 
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the same it can be inferred that no extra strains are introduced by the freeze-tap method and 
the resulting surface is strain-free. In Figure 6 taken two hours after the sample was tapped 
free the effect of preferential evaporation leading to the formation of etch pits and grooves 
along grain boundaries can be seen. 

Obviously the most dangerous step of the method is the tapping. The chances of shattering 
the sample on tapping are considerably decreased by limiting the freezing process to the 90 to 
120 min range (around - IOOC) previously stated, and by using only one tap. The probability 
for successful tapping is about 75 % provided the freezing process is between 90 and 120 min. 
For periods greater than this the probability decreases to about 50 to 25 %. Presumably there 
is an increase in the adhesion of ice to this substrate with time. This ageing effect may occur 
because of molecular rearrangement or some other mechanism and should be taken into 
account in basic studies on ice adhesion. 
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